
Mathematis 357 { CombinatorisDisussion 2 { Gray odesFebruary 9, 2005BakgroundLast time we disussed one way to list all the ombinations of elements of a �niteset X = fx1; : : : ; xng (equivalently, all subsets). It went like this: If n = jXj, then werepresent eah subset C by a binary vetor of length n saying whih elements of X are inC: vC = (v1; : : : ; vn) where vi = � 1 if xi 2 C0 if xi =2 CWe then interpret eah suh vetor as a binary expansion of an integer in the range 0 �x � 2n � 1. Listing those integers in some order, we get a listing of the ombinations, orsubsets. We disussed using the usual numerial order last time, but there are other ordersthat are also ommonly used too. For instane, a di�erent way to list the binary vetorsof length n is alled the \reeted" Gray ode. To desribe this method, we say how tobuild up the Gray odes for the integers in 0 � x � 2n � 1 reursively:� (The base ase). The Gray odes for 0; 1 with n = 1 are 0; 1 respetively.� (The reursion, or indutive step) To get the n = k+1 Gray odes for the integers in0 � x � 2k+1�1, �rst list the n = k Gray odes for the integers in 0 � x � 2k�1 with0's appended at the left, then list the Gray odes for the integers in 0 � x � 2k � 1with 1's appended at the left, but in reverse order { this is the \reetion" in thename.For example, for n = 2, we get the sequene of Gray odes 00; 01; 11; 10. (This means: 0is oded as 00, 1 is 01, 2 is 11, and 3 is 10. Note that this is already di�erent from thebinary enoding we did before!) Similarly for n = 3, we get(1) 000; 001; 011; 010; 110; 111; 101; 100:The goal of today's disussion is to understand some of the interesting properties of thismethod.Disussion QuestionsA) To make sure you have \the hang of" the onstrution, list out the Gray odes forintegers in the orret order for n = 4 and n = 5.B) One of the best ways to understand what the reeted Gray ode is \really doing" isto think of a geometri piture. For instane with n = 3, we an draw a ube with verties1



(orners) labeled with the binary vetors of length 3 in the following way:
The rationale for this labeling is that the verties represent the subsets of fx1; x2; x3gas above, and we have a edge between two verties if and only if we an get from onesubset to the other by either putting in or removing a single element.1) In this piture, what are we doing if we visit the verties in the order given in (1)above? Draw the orresponding path in the ube. How is this di�erent from the\tour" of the verties orresponding to the usual numerial ordering:000; 001; 010; 011; 100; 101; 110; 111?2) Draw a similar piture for n = 4. (It will probably be slightly messy the �rst timeyou try. Try to �gure out a good way to represent it visually using the observationthat it is really \two opies" of the piture for n = 3, joined by other edges. Do yousee why?) Draw the path here orresponding to the Gray odes in the ase n = 4.You should note that something similar to the ase n = 3 is happening. Also omparewith the path orresponding to the listing of the binary expansions of 0; 1; 2; : : : ; 15in numerial order.C) What is the speial property of the Gray ode ordering (for some partiular, �xed n).More spei�ally, what is always true about Gray odes of onseutive numbers (in theusual order)? Prove your assertion in general (i.e. for all n). Why might this be aninteresting or valuable property for an enoding sheme for integers? (Hint: Think abouttransmitting numerial data over a ommuniation system that might introdue an errorin the data every one in a while, \ipping a bit" from a 0 to a 1 or vie versa.)D) The reeted Gray ode above is not the only way to ode integers that has the speialproperty from question C. Find at least two other ways to enode integers in the range0 � x � 7 = 23 � 1 with the same property. (Hint: Think about what you did in questionB.)E) All of the orders with the property from questions C and D are usually alled Grayodes. (The reeted Gray ode is one partiular example.)1) How many di�erent Gray odes are there for the integers in the range 0 � x � 3?Find them all.2) (Extra Credit) Same question as part 1 for the integers in 0 � x � 7 = 23 � 1?AssignmentGroup write-ups due on Monday, February 14.2


